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Freeze in Silence
We know you've heard it all before
But the fact is we don't need you anymore
So listen carefully before you die
We hunt you down
And that's no lie

Freeze in silence and listen to our thunder
We're fed up with the game and we don't need no wonder
The critical mass starts a chain reaction
We strike back, the time has come for action

We know you've heard it all before
But the fact is
We don't need you anymore
Because you've rotten to the core

You sewed our mouths and ears
So we can watch your glory
We have enough, it's the end
Of your sadistic story

Freeze in silence and listen to our thunder
We're fed up with the game and we don't need no wonder
The critical mass starts a chain reaction
We strike back, the time has come for action

You use torture as an act of control
It started here, then it was there
And now it's everywhere
We refuse to take another hit

You sewed our mouths and ears
So we can watch your glory
We have enough, it's the end
Of your sadistic story

Freeze in silence and listen to our thunder
We're fed up with the game and we don't need no wonder
The critical mass starts a chain reaction
We strike back, the time has come for action

Freeze in silence and listen to our thunder
We're don't need no wonder, cause
There was no response, not even once
The flash of lightning is still missing in action
So the critical mass starts a chain reaction
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Lament
I looked in your eyes
You asked me why
I had no answer
We started to cry

There was too much
That had gone wrong
A world is dying
With this song

Now you're long time gone
Merely a memory
Your picture is fading
Like a far away melody

I miss you too much
I can't go on, without you
Every day is wrong
A whole world is dying in this song
The blues of the world
Swirled around my heart
And screamed
We are apart, forever apart
We are apart, forever apart

I hardly remember
The sweet tone of your voice
Life can be Hell
When there is no choice

What is the meaning
What is still right
Who's got the answer
If no one has ever, ever seen the light

I can't take it one more day
The pain goes too deep
I lay down right here
Forever to sleep

I miss you too much
I can't go on, without you
Every day is wrong
A whole world is dying in this song
The blues of the world
Swirled around my heart
And screamed
We are apart, forever apart
We are apart, forever apart

I lay down right here
Forever to sleep
Like a far away melody
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Run for Cover
It burns deep in the dark
It grows until it's really sore
Just a word will be the spark
No one has seen this before

Just between you and me
There is something that should never be
It comes right out of the sky
And you know why, yes you know why
And you know why, yes you know why

My hate is like the bullet of the gun
That can't escape the core of the Sun
I know it's hiding in this cloud
Run for cover, over and out

It is covered with dust and debris
When it comes out, it's time to flee
It'd rather stay out of the light
But when it comes out it wants to fight

My hate is like a bullet of a gun
That can't escape the core of a sun
I know it's hiding in this cloud
Run for cover, over and out

Run for cover, over and out
Run for cover, over and out

Just between you and me
There is something that should never be
It comes right out of the sky
And you know why, yes you know why
And you know why, yes you know why

My hate is like a bullet of a gun
That can't escape the core of a sun
I know it's hiding in this cloud
Run for cover, over and out

Run for cover, over and out
Run for cover, over and out
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Radical Business
I'm the darkest of the dark ones
My people suffer
I don't care from where my money comes
I don't see anything wrong with it
And I will eat them bit by bit

Mirror, mirror on the wall
Who in the land is the meanest one of all

You, my king, are the meanest of them all

Oh, that's so right
Oh, that's so true
I, for sure, am beastlier than you

I'm the biggest
I'm the winner
I am the definition of a restless sinner
Give me everything you have
There's no need to say, I'll take it anyway

Mirror, mirror on the wall
Who in the land is the meanest one of all

You, my king, are the meanest of them all

Oh, that's so right
Oh, that's so true
I, for sure, am beastlier than you

And never forget
You'll never be as rich as me

There is no need to preserve
In my life has never been a curve
All my soulmates are just like me
We make sure your freedom turns into debris

Mirror, mirror on the wall
Who in the land is the meanest one of all

Oh my king, full of evil you are, this is true,
But there is someone more evil than you

That's so unfair, I did my best
Not to be among the rest
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Mute Spectators
I run through life and
I rush through fate
With a flame in my heart
To set fire to the mind
With all my might
I must protect
This fragile light
Needs to be maintained

Struck by the beauty
A mute spectator
Killed by the wrath
Of its creator

I sped through wind and rain
With a flame in my heart
And I stumbled in the mud
All the years of pain
Start with hate and end in blood
All the years of pain
Start with hate and end in blood

Struck by the beauty
A mute spectator
Killed by the wrath
Of its creator

With all my might
I must protect
This fragile light
I sped through wind and rain
And I stumbled in the mud
In the eye of the storm
The zephyr comes to rest
And the torch in my hands
Sets your heart alight

Struck by the beauty
A mute spectator
Killed by the wrath
Of its creator

Struck by the beauty
Struck by the beauty
Of its creator
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Quantum Mechanics
The fabric of death
The stitches of life
The color of words
Will blur in time

I walk on your path
But we will never ever meet
Yet again there's a connection sheet
That origins in our heat

Forever they talk
Never they change
So we built this temple
To embrace the time

The fabric of death
The stitches of life
The color of words
Will blur in time

Now you talk in my dreams
As I walk on these ancient streets
On this corner I look in your eyes
And the love I feel will bridge the times

Only love will bridge the time
Only love will bridge the time
Only love will bridge the time
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The Queen of Time and Space
Once upon a time
A single soul began to shine
In the center of it all

In a landscape was a mountain
On this mountain was a castle
And in this castle was a chamber
And in this chamber plays a girl

There is a landscape with a mountain
On this mountain is a castle
And in this castle is a chamber
And in this chamber plays a girl
She is the center of it all
She is the center of it all

In a chamber plays a girl
She plays with dreams
With you and me
She pictures the center of it all

There is a landscape with a mountain
On this mountain is a castle
And in this castle is a chamber
And in this chamber plays a girl
She is the center of it all

In the middle of a chamber
Plays a girl with time and space
The chamber is in a gateless castle
This castle is placed on a mountain
This mountain rests in a landscape

The landscape is woven into a rug
And on this rug plays a girl
She is the queen of time and space
Of everything that was and will be
And all the things we've ever done
Were in her play for ever after

We're in her game ever after
We're in her game ever after
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Splice
I am godlike
I am a doctor of genetics
I splice you nice
All nature is pathetic
I improve your life
Everything just can get better
If you got any complaints
You can write me a letter

I spent my time
For everybody's sake
I splice this corn
With a poisonous snake
Nobody is perfect
And it can't be too dark
I unite this pet
With the bite force of a shark

A little bit of this
And a little bit of that
I splice this cat
With the genes of a rat
A little more teeth
And a little less brains
My own insanity
Runs through its veins

I do what I want
You can't stop me
You can't stop me
I do what I want
Just because I can
Just because I can
I splice you nice

I am godlike
I am a doctor of genetics
I splice you nice
All nature is pathetic
I improve your life
Everything just can get better
If you got any complaints
You can write me a letter

A little bit of this
And a little bit of that
I splice this cat
With the genes of a rat
A little more teeth
And a little less brains
My own insanity
Runs through its veins

Sometimes I think
About healing
About a cure
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For all diseases
But then again
I think about it twice
I prefer to join squid DNA
With mice

I do what I want
You can't stop me
You can't stop me
I do what I want
Just because I can
Just because I can
I splice you nice

I do what I want
I splice this cat
With the genes of a rat
I do what I want
You can't stop me
You can't stop me
I splice this corn
With a poisonous snake
Just because I can
Just because I can
I splice you nice
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We Will Descend
We play hangman in a burning cage
Radio-Logically we will be killed
Before that age of freedom and peace
Cause nobody cares about the waste
Which is not our friend but it will be with us forever
And it's too late cause it's already sent
Into our future for it's our end

Heartbeat for heartbeat
The march to the end
Heartbeat for heartbeat
We will descend

Maybe it's just like in our past
When a very long term spell was cast by shouting:
"My nation awake! Why don't you see?
There's just one god on earth and it happens to be me!"

Heartbeat for heartbeat
The march to the end
Heartbeat for heartbeat
We will descend

Maybe it's just like in our past
When a very long term spell was cast by shouting:
"My nation awake! Why don't you see?
There's just one god on earth and it happens to be me!"

Heartbeat for heartbeat
The march to the end
Heartbeat for heartbeat
We will descend
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You Rest in My Heart
I throw a question into space
But what was before I did this
And how do I know when I know everything
I got to leave this sphere

There is my question in the space
But how am I aware of it
And how will I know when I know everything
I got to lose attachments

A thousand questions in my heart
Like where to begin and how to start
These waves did grow for far too long
The end of all sounds like a song
Hundreds of years rest in my heart
But where to begin and how to start
These waves did grow for far too long
The end of all sounds like a song

I throw a question into space
But what was before I did this
And how do I know when I know everything
I got to leave this sphere

There is my question in the space
But how am I aware of it
And how will I know when I know everything
I got to lose attachments

There is a question about the space
But how can I describe it
And how will you know that I said everything
We got space and dimensions

A thousand questions in my heart
Like where to begin and how to start
These waves did grow for far too long
The end of all sounds like a song
Hundreds of years rest in my heart
But where to begin and how to start
These waves did grow for far too long
The end of all sounds like a song
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